
Customisable, Comfortable, Stylish
Sofa in-a-box

The Rise Range Assembly instructions
One, Two & Three Seater Sofas 

Four, Five Slim, Five Plus, Six and Seven Seater Corner Sofas
The Footstool 

N
O

 TO
OLS REQUIRED
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One, Two & Three Seater Sofa Items
4 x Legs 2 x Arms (L + R) 1 x Platform 1 x Back Rest Cushions

ONE
STEP

There are 4 legs that screw clockwise into the 
platform of the sofa. Make sure each leg is firmly fixed 
in position before standing up.  

STEP
TWO

Slide both arms into the guided fittings. Align the 
‘male’ plastic fixings on the arms with the ‘female’ 
metal fixings on the platform. Once in position, firmly 
push down into place.

THREE

Drop the back rest into place. Align the fixings 
together, keeping the back rest level. At the same 
time, apply pressure inwards to the arms and fix
into place. 

STEP
FOUR

Finally, add the cushions for total comfort.
You can also see how to assemble our sofas at
www. hutchsofa.com/pages/assembly

STEP

(2 x Cushions for One Seater Sofa &
4 x Cushions for Two & Three Seater Sofa)

Four, Five Slim, Five Plus, Six, Seven Seater Sofa Items
12 x Legs 2 x Arms (L + R) 2 x Back Rests

Cushions

(6 x Cushions for Four,
Five Seater Slim Sofas &
8 x Cushions for Five Plus,
Six, Seven Seater Sofas)

1 x Corner Unit Platform3 x Corner Unit Cushions

2 x Sofa Platforms
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Place the platforms into their correct position before sliding both arms into the guided fittings. Align the ‘male’ 
plastic fixings on the arms with the ‘female’ metal fixings on the platform. Once in position, firmly push down into 
place. Repeat this same process for the corner unit platform. 

TWO
STEP

There are 8 legs that screw clockwise into the two platforms of the sofa, plus 4 legs that screw into the 
corner unit platform. Make sure each leg is firmly fixed in position before standing up.

ONE
STEP

THREE
STEP

Match the appropriate back rest size for the sofa 
platform. Drop the back rest into place. 
Align the fixings together, keeping the back rest level. 
At the same time, apply pressure inwards to the arm 
and fix into place. 

Finally, add the cushions for total comfort. 
You can also see how to assemble our sofas at 
www. hutchsofa.com/pages/assembly

FOUR
STEP

Four, Five Slim, Five Plus, Six, Sever Seater Sofa (Continued)
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NO TOOLS, NO PROBLEM! 

All of our sofas are easy to assemble and can be put together in no time. Team work makes dream work,
so we always suggest that you assemble your sofa with two people. You don’t need any tools as everything
simply slots together.

What’s not to love about that?

The Footstool Items
4 x Legs 1 x Platform and Cushion

TWO
STEP

ONE
STEP

There are 4 legs that screw clockwise into the footstool platform. Make sure each leg is firmly fixed in position 
before standing up.

And, thats it. Easy to assemble, easy to love. Time to put your feet up and get real comfy.
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